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A psychological condition of society known as “mass formation psychosis” is a

condition for totalitarianism. Under mass formation psychosis, a population enters a

hypnotic-type trance that makes them willing to sacriGce anything, including their lives

and their freedom. That’s what’s happening right now



There are four key conditions that must be in place for mass formation psychosis to

occur: Lack of societal bonding, experiencing life as meaningless and senseless,

widespread free-Noating anxiety/free-Noating discontent, and free-Noating

frustration/aggression



Once these four conditions are widespread, mass formation can occur, which allows

for totalitarianism to rise and thrive



A key strategy to break mass formation and prevent totalitarianism is to speak out

against it. We also need to give those hypnotized a greater fear to replace the fear of

the virus with, namely the fear of totalitarianism and the loss of their and their

children’s lives, livelihoods and freedoms that go along with it



Dissenters need to join together, thereby giving fence-sitters who are not yet fully

hypnotized an alternative to going along with the totalitarians
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 From Dr. Joseph Mercola

Since COVID-19 Grst entered the scene, exchange of ideas has basically been

outlawed. By sharing my views and those from various experts throughout the

pandemic on COVID treatments and the experimental COVID jabs, I became a main

target of the White House, the political establishment and the global cabal.

Propaganda and pervasive censorship have been deployed to seize control over

every part of your life, including your health, Gnances and food supply. The major

media are key players and have been instrumental in creating and fueling fear.

I am republishing this article in its original form so that you can see how the

progression unfolded.

Originally published: December 18, 2021

In the video above, Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core

platform technology,  reviews a theory professor Mattias Desmet, a Belgian

psychologist and statistician, believes explains the absurd and irrational behavior

we’re now seeing worldwide with regard to the COVID pandemic and its

countermeasures.

He calls this phenomenon “mass formation psychosis,” a type of crowd hypnosis that

results in literally converting a large segment of the population into psychosis. Mass

formation psychosis is the explanation for how the Germans accepted the atrocities

by the Nazi party in the 1930s, and it’s the explanation for why so many around the

world support medical apartheid and the destruction of the unvaccinated now.

It’s so irrational and inhumane, many have wondered how we got here. As it turns out,

the psychology of totalitarianism has been studied for decades, and the whole thing

is in fact explainable as a psychiatric phenomenon that arises when certain

conditions exist in a society.

The Four Base Conditions for ‘Mass Formation’

1



The four central conditions that need to exist in order for mass formation psychosis

to take root are:

1. Lack of social bonding — Social isolation was a widespread problem long before

the pandemic. In one survey, 25% of respondents said they didn’t have a single

close friend. The COVID lockdowns also contributed and worsened already

existing isolation. We were all told that any contact with others, including

members of our own family, could be a death sentence.

2. Seeing life as meaningless, purposelessness and senseless, and/or being faced

with persistent circumstances that don’t make rational sense — Desmet cites

research showing that half of all adults feel their jobs are completely

meaningless, providing no value to either themselves or others.

In another poll, done in 2012, 63% of respondents said they were “sleepwalking”

through their workdays, putting no passion into their work whatsoever. So,

condition No. 2 for mass formation hypnosis was also fulGlled, even before the

pandemic hit.

Events that occurred in late 2019 and early 2020, such as the many questions

surrounding the presidential election and the initial COVID lockdowns, added fuel

to the widespread confusion and uncertainty, resulting in the next condition: free-

Noating anxiety.

3. Widespread free-Voating anxiety and free-Voating discontent — Free-Noating

anxiety refers to anxiety that has no apparent or distinct cause. Judging by the

popularity of antidepressants and other psychiatric drugs, condition No. 3 was

also fulGlled long before the pandemic, but additional fuel was piled on just

before the pandemic.

Many felt, and still feel, that “things just aren’t right.” Through 2020, it became

increasingly apparent to many that most if not all of the systems we depend on



are broken, and likely broken beyond repair, including our medical system, our

voting system and our judicial system.

4. Widespread free-Voating frustration and aggression — This tends to naturally

follow the previous three. Here, again, the frustration and aggression have no

discernible cause.

How Mass Formation Allows Totalitarianism to Rise

When these four conditions are fulGlled by a large enough portion of society, they are

ripe for the picking to convert to a psychosis, being totally out of touch with reality,

which in turn leads to the rise of totalitarianism. As explained by Malone, when the

pandemic broke out, people around the world became obsessed with one thing: the

virus.

People everywhere thought about, read about and talked about the virus almost

exclusively to everything else. This singular focus, this obsession, having the base

conditions for mass formation already Grmly in place, allowed for large portions of

the population to enter into a hypnotic-like state.

In that hypnotic-like state (it’s very similar to conventional hypnotism but with minor

differences), people lose their ability to have rational thought and judgment.

As noted by Malone, there is evidence that suggests at least parts of this

psychological operation were done intentionally, by “some entity that has Gnancial

beneGt or power to gain from doing this, which gets to the point of global

totalitarianism.” Now, once a large portion of a society is hyper-focused on and fused

in their joint discontent and anxiety, all a leader or leaders need to do to convince

many that totalitarian control and loss of their freedom is best for them is to:

a) Present a story in which the cause of the anxiety is identiGed, and then



b) Offer a strategy for neutralizing that cause

Social Bonding Is Key

By accepting and participating in whatever that strategy is, people with free-Noating

anxiety feel equipped with the means to control their anxiety and avoid panic. They

also feel a strong bond with others, because they’ve all identiGed the same nemesis.

As explained by Desmet in the Peak Prosperity interview below:

“Because many people participate in the same strategy to deal with the

object of anxiety, a new kind of social bond emerges a new kind of solidarity.

So, people feel connected again in a new way. And that's actually the most

crucial thing.

If you look at the corona crisis and listen to the mainstream narrative, you will

hear that everything is about solidarity. You have to participate, you have to

accept the vaccine. You have to respect social distancing, because if you

don't, you lack citizenship, you show no solidarity. That's the most crucial

thing, always, in mass formation.

That's the real reason why people buy into the story, even if it is utterly

absurd. It’s not because they believe in the narrative. It is because the

narrative leads to a new social bond. That's the real reason.

There’s [also another] advantage. All the frustration and aggression can be

directed at an object. And that object is the people who, for one reason or

another, do not want to participate in the mass formation ...

So, you have this very strange situation where people start from a very

negative and divisive mental state; [they have a] lack of social bond, lack of

meaning-making, free Qoating anxiety and a lot of frustration and aggression.



They switch from this very highly aversive mental state to a symptomatic

positive state where they feel connected. Their life makes sense again

through this heroic struggle with the object of anxiety ... That's why people

continue to believe in the narrative, even if it is utterly absurd.”

Mass Formation Psychosis Is a Self-Destructive Condition

The crazy thing is that the story can be an obvious lie, yet those under this hypnotic

spell will believe it. The remedy can be utterly absurd, yet they’ll obey. This is how

totalitarianism is allowed to rise.

Of course, there must always be a common enemy that must be obliterated — the

“cause” for the peoples’ fear and anxiety — and under totalitarian rule, that enemy is

anyone who is not spellbound. The dissenters are the enemy. In 2021, the unmasked

and unvaccinated are the enemy.

“ Mass formation psychosis is a very dangerous
condition, both for those under its spell and those
who aren’t, because the 'mental intoxication' that
results makes people willing to do things that are
clearly wrong and utterly immoral, up to and
including voluntarily killing their own families and
themselves, if told it’s for the greater good.”

If everyone would just get the experimental jab, COVID would vanish and everyone

could go back to feeling safe again. That’s the narrative. It makes no sense, it’s

irrational, inhumane and unscientiGc, but those who are in mass formation psychosis

believe it’s just that simple, and that’s why some are able to wish death on the

unmasked and/or unvaccinated.



So, as noted by Malone, “If it seems to you that the rest of the world has gone mad,

the truth is, they have.” A problem far greater than any virus now is mass formation

itself.

It’s a very dangerous condition, both for those under its spell and those who aren’t,

because the “mental intoxication” that results makes people willing to do things that

are clearly wrong and utterly immoral, up to and including voluntarily killing their own

families and themselves, if told it’s for the greater good. In short, masses of people

become profoundly gullible and self-destructive, which is a frightening combination.

As noted by Desmet, in a dictatorship, people comply because they fear the dictator.

In a totalitarian regime, however, mass formation psychosis is at work, and this gives

the regime extreme power over the individual, as the people, when in this hypnotic

trance, voluntarily destroy their own families, their lives and themselves, along with

the stated enemy.

Is Totalitarianism Unavoidable?

Malone says that in his conversations with Desmet, Desmet has said he believes the

mass formation psychosis is so widespread at this point that global totalitarianism

may be unavoidable. He believes it’ll take over, as we’re seeing in a number of

countries already. So, what, if anything, can we do? A summary of suggestions are as

follows:

• Continue providing true and accurate information to counter the false narrative.

Some who aren’t yet fully hypnotized may still be routed back to sanity. Speaking

out can also help to limit the atrocities the totalitarian regime is emboldened to

implement, because in totalitarianism, atrocities and crimes against humanity

increase as dissent decreases.

• Substitute fear of the virus narratives with narratives that highlight an even

greater fear — fear of totalitarianism. “Totalitarianism is a bigger boogeyman



than the virus is,” Malone says. “Losing control to Bill Gates, the World Economic

Forum, BlackRock and Vanguard is a bigger threat than SARS-CoV-2 is for you

and your children, by far.”

Desmet has tested this theory, and found you CAN break the hypnotic focus on

COVID if you’re able to refocus their attention on something that’s of even greater

concern to them.

• Join with other dissenters into larger groups. This gives the larger majority who

aren’t fully hypnotized but too fearful to go against the grain an alternative to

going along with the totalitarians.

• Build parallel structures within your local communities. Think globally, act locally.

Start developing parallel structures to heal the four underlying conditions that

allowed mass formation to occur in the Grst place.

A parallel structure is any kind of business, organization, technology, movement

or creative pursuit that Gts within a totalitarian society while being morally

outside of it. Once enough parallel structures are created, a parallel culture is

born that functions as a sanctuary of sanity within the totalitarian world.

The Gravity of Our Situation

To hear from Desmet himself, listen to his hour-long interview with Dr. Chris

Martenson. As noted by Desmet, since self-destructiveness is built into the

totalitarian system from the ground up, totalitarian regimes cannot be sustained

forever. They fall apart as they’re destroyed from within. That’s the good news.

The bad news is it can be hell while it lasts, as totalitarianism built on mass formation

almost always leads to heinous atrocities being committed in the name of doing

good. There are usually few survivors at the end.



That said, Desmet believes this new global totalitarianism is more unstable than

regional dictator-led totalitarian systems, so it may self-destruct faster. He has just

Gnished writing a book, “The Psychology of Totalitarianism,” which is expected to be

published in January 2022.
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Guillermou

Mass formation psychosis is then a form of brainwashing and mind control by the deep state media.

These media hypnotize the masses into believing that there is a terrifying "virus" Noating in the air, and

the only way to stop it is by wearing a mask and getting "vaccinated"; otherwise, you could die a

horrible death while endangering your own family and friends or fellow professionals. It is not about

rational thought, it is about fear Nooding your feelings based on misinformation. It's the kind of

mindset and thought process that actually gives someone that privilege on a television screen or on

social media.

Geopolitical expert Pedro Baos, who has been the head of Counterintelligence and Security of the

European Army Corps in Strasbourg, wrote a book on Mind Control and the 22 secret strategies of

global power. Baos assures that we have entered "the society of resignation, such a state of passivity,

they have us in such a state of passivity and atony, that we are not capable of reacting, despite the fact

that we see every day how they deceive us, how they lie to us " .

articulo30.org/politica-defensa/how-they-rule-the-world-pedro-banos/  According to Kant, the reasons

for not being able to think for oneself are laziness and cowardice. It's comfortable to be immature, and

independent thinking is "tiring business." This makes it easier for others, Kant says, to become

"guardians" for these immature people. Psychologically, it is more "comfortable" for a spoiled and

inconsiderate person to follow the guidance of an authority or leader. In this way, he is in tune with a

supposedly powerful person and his media who belongs to his circle of courtiers.
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Guillermou

Kennedy says this about efforts to destroy Covid Tyranny dissent: “According to a Pew Research

Center poll, 65% of Democrats currently support government censorship of unauthorized opinion.

“That surprising result suggests that Democrats have lost faith not only in their party traditions, but

also in democracy. Most Democrats seem to believe that the Demos—the people—can no longer be

trusted to govern themselves and that elites are therefore allowed to manipulate the public with

propaganda and even censor information that could infect the population with dangerous

thoughts.

Liberals have long agreed that censorship of dissent is the hallmark of totalitarian systems. The

new strategy of silencing government critics is repugnant to the core values of liberalism and

clearly offensive to the US Constitution's guarantee of free speech. . Instead of scientiGc citations,

they are based on appeals to often unworthy authorities who have fabricated a "scientiGc

consensus" by selecting data to support predetermined policy. More often than not they mean a

blind and dogmatic trust in the oncial, and often capricious, pronouncements of amoral

pharmaceutical companies and their venal government vassals in captive agencies like the CDC,

FDA, NIH, and WHO.

Unable to defend the scientiGc foundations of their ideology in debate, liberals rely on book bans

and an arsenal of coercive gagging strategies including deplatforming, delicensing, doxing,

gaslighting, defunding , the recantation, marginalization, and viliGcation of scientists, doctors,

journalists, and vaccine-injured Americans who complied but now refuse to toe the oncial line.

www.globalresearch.ca/robert-f-kennedy-jr-exposes-big-pharma-covid-plo..  (2022)
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juststeve

Gui, regardless of what the future brings, Kennedy's run is a shot on the largest platform available

to expose WEF/Gates/Fauci Flu destroy the economy for the 99% with Mass Formation & the

Global Monopoly Corporate takeover of our Gov't's & the Institutions. More than likely, if Biden lives

long enough to run, the primary's will be cancelled, just like they did with Bernie. The GOP doesn't

use Super Delegates - yet - so they were at a loss to do the dirty deed to Trump. Those who have

not been mentally poisoned by the Mass Formation Psychosis have to make the noise so Kennedy

can put forth the full picture. A bigger picture beyond the exceptional Smear Campaign already in

motion, already like the Mass Formation C-19 narrative void of truth, heavy on Bull Spit. It cannot

be just Kennedy is our Saviour, We must make the effort to save ourselves. To put it all on one

man's shoulders is more weight than even Atlas could carry.
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eiggod8

In fairness, Gui, it is conservatives who are censoring and banning books with a vengeance. Years

of unfettered gerrymandering has made a mockery of the democratic process. The privatization

and anti-union drive, a hallmark of conservatives, is shoveling money upward. Deregulation of

important protections for the environment, workers, and consumers is a long standing goal. Do we

really want to privatize Social Security? The liberals you refer to are neoliberals---status-quo or

regressive, corporate corrupted. Look to the progressive wing for some semblance of humanity.
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Guillermou

Very true Just, in addition to Dr. Mercola's post, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., founder of Children's Health

Defense (CHD), on Wednesday moved one step closer to seeking the Democratic nomination for

U.S. president by Gling the requisite paperwork with the Federal Election Commission. In an email

sent earlier today by CHD Acting President Laura Bono to CHD members, Kennedy said: “My top

priority is to end the corrupt merger between state and corporate power that has ruined our

economy, shattered the middle class, polluted our landscapes and waters, poisoned our children

and robbed us of our values and freedom.” Stating that these goals have always been “central to

CHD's mission,” Kennedy explained that he founded CHD “after parents concerned about the

meteoric rise in childhood chronic diseases approached me time and time again, urging me to look

beyond what mainstream media and government health agencies were telling the public about

what was causing these increases.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/robert-f-kennedy-jr-Gles-run-us-p..  (06/04/2023).-------------

Doctors in Kentucky, California Received Millions in Bonus Payments for Vaccinating Medicaid

Patients Against COVID Documents reveal that the federal government and insurers incentivized

healthcare providers in Kentucky and California to vaccinate Medicaid patients against COVID-19

by offering bonuses based on the percentage of patients successfully vaccinated.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/doctors-bonus-payments-covid-vacci..  (04/11/2023)
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juststeve

eiggod8, part of what goes on is for nearly everyone in the states the labels used liberal,

conservative, progressive, socialist or what not are not only played with by a Predator owned

Legacy Media, but the various labels can also mean something completely different in the many

overseas countries. Daze and Confuse to Divide and Conquer so as the people in the many Noors

of the Modern Tower of Babble are incapable of seeing where is possible to agree on issues &

solutions instead of locked into my way or the highway then nothing positive ever changes or

happens. With mix matching labels it leads to for many just discounting what real content may be

due to a label.

One size does not Gt all, and a good recipe often includes many ingredients that at Grst may sound

unpleasant. All the things you stated were accomplished by the two parties owned by the

Predator$. Usually, no matter which one is crying foul, they actually did little to nothing when it

mattered, or they when they could have done something about it. The real middle in the States is

not between the Red Blue divide. It is outside all that. The current power brokers will very likely

push for what they will call the middle with it being between the current bunch. Meaning - second

boss, same as the Grst boss.
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rrealrose

Yes? You all may want to listen again to the end of the Chris Martenson interview, from about 45

minutes in to the end. Mattias Desmet describes what a totalitarian system is, where "they"

attempt to replace everything with man-made substitutes they think they can control...its the Gnal

segment that nails this topic, the beginning descriptions are only laying groundwork. Look around

at their attempts at: fake food, fake shots, shoot up farm animals, zoo animals, fake currency, fake

environmental urgency and a new economy based on CARBON CREDITS - its going to implode as

more people wake up to the dangers around them!

Last night, someone mentioned that many believe we are at the beginning of these attempts

whereas we are close to the end game, this "push" has been ongoing for several decades. And this

is today's Epoch Times headline: "UN Seeks Vast New Powers for Global Emergencies Lawmakers

and critics are sounding the alarm, but the White House supports the agenda" (sorry this is

premium limited access article) The United Nations is seeking vast new powers and stronger

“global governance” tools to deal with international emergencies such as pandemics and

economic crises, a new U.N.

policy brief has revealed, and the Biden administration appears to support the proposal. The plan

to create an “Emergency Platform,” which would involve a set of protocols activated during crises

that could affect billions of people, has already drawn strong concern and criticism from U.S.

policymakers and analysts.
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Guillermou

Thanks Rose, this article is also very interesting. No system of government becomes totalitarian

overnight. It must Grst go through a stage of authoritarianism, where liberties are slowly stripped

away, as lords rule on what their subjects can no longer do. One of the Grst to disappear, perhaps

the most important, is the freedom to express ourselves without restrictions or censorship. The US

lost free speech a long time ago. We agreed to replace the word “theft” with “fairness”, “revenge”

with “social justice”..whoever controls language controls society. The American people no longer

control their language. Authoritarians do it, and only they decide what the words mean and who

gets to use them.

In addition to taking control of the language, authoritarians also exercise control through

censorship. Dr. Mark McDonald came under Gre in July 2020, when I spoke about the Supreme

Court's steps with America's frontline doctors, condemning the closing of America's schools and

the sacriGce of the nation's children to relieve the anxiety of frightened adults. Totalitarianism

abhors freedom, covets absolute control, and demands compliance. If we fail to identify it and

reject it, we will go from authoritarian to totalitarian rule, and America as we have always known it

will be over, perhaps forever.

www.globalresearch.ca/stages-totalitarianism-america-moving-from-autho..  (2022)
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Dordee

It is this total submission that I do not understand about my ex friend, she is Jewish, her people

were severly persecuted by Hitler. Why cannot they see this and recognize it for what it is?? Has it

been so long since WWII that their people have forgotten this? Another friend, German Jew

remembered it, had the tattoo from Auschwitz on her arm to remind her. Another friend German

remembered because the family was forced to Nee in the night after her father was gunned down

by SS/Gestapo for speaking against Hitler. Why would someone want to be subjected to this

again??
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Guillermou

Yes, Dordee we can forget if we thus avoid suffering but not forget so as not to fall into the same

trap as the totalitarianism and fascism of the Creat Reset. The totalitarianism imposed by Adolf

Hitler was evident, since he established a rigorously centralized dictatorial government; set Gre to

Parliament in 1933 accusing the communists, imprisoned and murdered opponents, abolished the

Weimar Constitution, dissolved the Reichtag (parliament), suppressed political parties (except the

Nazi), murdered competitors -among which Ernst Rhm- within his own party during "The Night of

Long Knives"; he allied himself with big Gnancial magnates like the Schroeder and Thyssen group

to ensure economic power and the workers' associations ceased to exist, in their place a single

union appeared, the German Labor Front.
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Siriusbe1

oh excellent job above joe-best way to dehynotize and de-programme oneself is through meditation

and then respond procatively from ones jnner light agaist the mass collective mind hypnosis creating

fear of death
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rrealrose

Yes for yourself, However, not living in a vacuum, its also important to realize what you are noticing

around you, where this insane, multi-faceted totalitarian agenda or "push" is coming from,

intentions behind it, so you can steer clear and articulate this to others.
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mercola_reader

GLOBAL CHILDREN'S VACCINE MARKET TO EXCEED $69 BILLION BY 2030 A report from Coherent

Market Insights shows that the childhood vaccine market will exceed $69.482 billion by 2030.[1]

Leading pharmaceutical companies in the global pediatric vaccine market include Bharat Biotech,

Emergent BioSolutions, GSK, Indian Immunologicals, Merck, Panacea Biotec, PGzer, SanoG, Serum

Institute, and Zydus Cadila. GOVERNMENT APPROVALS OF CHILDREN'S VACCINES WILL DRIVE

GROWTH IN THE VACCINES MARKET According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the

prevalence (occurrence) of infectious diseases will increase by 57 percent by 2020 and this rise is

predicted to drive demand for childhood vaccines.

The report states that the rising prevalence of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, diphtheria and

pneumonia in the age group of 15 years and younger is expected to contribute to the growth of the

childhood vaccines market. It is also speculated that increasing approvals for pediatric vaccine

candidates by government regulatory agencies in countries around the world may be the reason for the

growth of the market over the forecast period.

For example, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved in 2022 the extensive use of

Merck's pneumococcal 15-valent conjugate vaccine, known as VAXNEUVANCE, for infants from six

weeks of age to 17 years of age. In October 2021, Seqirus, one of the world's largest Nu vaccine

manufacturers, announced that the FDA had approved its Flucelvax Quadrivalent Nu vaccine for an

expanded age range for children six months and older. BLACKMAKING OF AMERICAN PARENTS WHO

REFUSE VACCINES HAS BOOSTED THE GROWING CHILDREN'S VACCINE MARKET IN 2021.
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Den6328

see Roy Masters on Youtube, this is a spiritual problem, nothing new here
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Jeremiah.8

It's not a theory. It's just a fancy way of describing an observation of human behavior. Read a history

book. We are so disconnected from our past that we [ or some ] think this is new. The book of Proverbs

is a tutorial. There is nothing new under the sun.
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ulika7

It appears that everyone only speaks of gloomy times, that just emphasises and weighs heavily on

peoples psyche. It creates the very outcome we don’t want! Instead, I always say: TURN OFF ALL

MEDIA. Read a book! DONT FOLLOW THINK FOR YOURSELF. Write these words on paper and stick

them around the house to remind you that creation is indeed beautiful. Be yourself!
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taj8719

Dr. Mercola. Please get Dr. Breggin back on. Its all out there if you want to investigate what Dr. Breggin

has to say about this. Like my young twenty something fam member says, "if I want to be truly

informed I need to know all (notice the absence of the word BOTH here) *ALL* sides of an issue". Take

a gander; eh?
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peg281944

I agree with what is said and I have a caution for the sayers - mercola and malone. If you both actually

believe that you as men are superior to women, you are part of the problem and threat. I've noticed

mercola feeling threatened by a powerful and affective woman he has invited. And malone just

chuckled at the thought that mothers/women just might be part of a solution. So while I am grateful for

what you do for the good of all, I am also aware that you have also bought a lie which makes no sense

when viewed objectively. No I'm not bothering to give examples - either you will consider it and notice

your own feelings or not.  We are reliant on women for way more than we give credit for. One

comparison is that christians (others?) are raised to believe in dominion - that humans are superior to

everything on Earth. Meanwhile everything part of our life is dependent on Earth. It took me until

adulthood to see how this has corrupted and about destroyed everything we know.

Posted On 04/12/2023

 

luv8992

Dominion, in biblical terms, means responsible for the care and keeping of.

Posted On 04/13/2023

 

onl91810

The tern "superior" is subjective. Clearly men aren't superior in bearing a child but in general men

are more physically powerful and have a higher IQ.
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onl91810

The holocaust is a poor example. The jews were at the forefront of the bolshevik takeover of Russia.

They murdered the tsar and his family. German zionists brought America into the European War to

create ww1. Jews were part of the devastating Versailles reparations. They instigated England to start

the European war. They were instrumental in the union riots in Germany and communist subversion in

the 1920s. Ursula Kuczynski the spy was a German jew, the mother of the cold war. International Jewry

drove the antiGerman boycott of 1930. The Stalinist Jew Lazar Kaganovich ran the Holodomor that

starved to death 7 million + Ukrainians in 1932. The Germans knew this. The jews were a massive

threat to the German nation despite being fully integrated and accepted in German society. Read

Crimes and Mercies by Bacque. Read Agent Sonya by MacIntyre. Read 200 Years by Solzhenitsyn.
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Jeremiah.8

"Dr. Gregory Poland, director of vaccine research at the Mayo Clinic, delivered the opening remarks. He

then moderated a panel discussion with Marks; Paul Burton, chief medical oncer at Moderna; Isabel

Oliver, chief scientiGc advisor transition lead at UKHSA; and Dr. Penny Heaton, vaccines global

therapeutic area head, Johnson & Johnson. This Grst session was possibly the most fascinating 90

minutes of the entire week. Poland, I learned in a brief conversation with him after the conference, is

also a pastor.

His oratory skills were on full display during his opening and closing remarks. He also is

vaccine-injured. In February 2022, Poland reported suffering from signiGcant tinnitus after receiving

the second dose of “an mRNA vaccine.” At the time, Poland described his symptoms as “extraordinarily

bothersome.” Nevertheless, he chose to receive a third dose (monovalent booster). Poland’s

commentary on the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines was extremely positive. He said the rapid deployment of

the new therapy saved millions of lives and would have saved millions more if it weren’t for the

disturbing trend of growing vaccine hesitancy.

I assumed that his vaccine-induced tinnitus had resolved over the last year. It was only at the end of

the conference, several days later, when he told me personally that his symptoms were still debilitating,

making his unmitigated support of these products even more astonishing." Excellent example from this

link - childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/world-vaccine-congress/?utm_id=202..
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yon3943

When I Grst heard Desmet's "theory" of Mass Formation" I dismissed it as BS pop psychology, a

variation on themes I have heard many times over decades in my graduate education (retired mental

health Geld/psychology and clinical social worker) and an attempt to ride the coat-tails of the famous

Swiss psychologist Carl Yung. The danger of promulgating his theory (aside promoting ignorance and

self-deception) had not occurred to me until I heard Peter Breggin express it. Factor in, as Breggin has

pointed out, that Malone appended "Psychosis" to the term (w/o approval by and causing concern to

Desmet, as I understand it) and then Malone's proceeding to promote his amended version of Desmet's

theory. To my mind, this clearly demonstrates Breggin's point.

Posted On 04/12/2023

 

pjucla

This is , by far , one of the most important articles . Thank you .

Posted On 04/12/2023

 

fundamentalassumptions

Jesuits & jesuitical craft to Gght Jesuits & jesuitucal craft ....classic. Occult company man spook arm

right shake occult company man spook arm left. Whatever happened to 'O my people, come out of her

& be ye separate'? Once a company man, always a company man.
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Jeremiah.8

3" Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the Geld which the Lord God had made. And

he said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden?" The lie is

posed as a question. 2 And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of

the garden: 3 But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye shall

not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die. Not true. God never said that they would die if they

touched it. There is alot of circuitous psychology here that I won't get into, but the gaslighting is

fully under way. 4 "And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die: 5 For God doth

know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods,

knowing good and evil." And here we are.

Posted On 04/12/2023

 

Robert from Alberta Canada

Nothing makes any sense until you view the events of today with the understanding that Jewish

banking cartels control all of the instruments and agencies of power and are using the entire US

establishment as an engine to advance and consolidate the Jewish grip on our economies and

societies. This show is a MUST SEE for every single journalist and man or woman in uniform or in the

intelligence agencies because this video describes the mechanism by which these Jewish bankers

have tightened their grip around the necks or every man women and child in the West. This show is not

going to get in front of the eyes of those who need this information and can act on this information

unless you all work to place this video in front of the eyes of our military, police, investigators, and

journalists. odysee.com/@Harry-Vox:d/BioTerror-Industrial-Complex-and-the-Secret-De..   Crazy on

Soup - Time to Prepare  www.bitchute.com/.../MmS1OMqA1XPR
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colleenbee1

I would respectfully ask that Dr. Mercola refrain from distributing anything coming from Dr. Robert

Malone. From all of the videos I have watched of his and from other information about him, he appears

to be primarily interested in notoriety and perhaps money. He is not interested in civil discussion. He is

suing Dr. Peter Breggin and his wife for $25,000,000 for them disagreeing with his term "Mass

Formation Pychosis". In fact, Robert Malone did not come up with that theory himself. He "acquired" it

from others. Why would ANY humanity-serving person/doctor seek to completely Gnancially destroy

and debilitate another Dr. and his wife simply for disagreeing? I am not sure that this man is entirely

sane. Opinion only, but something is way off.
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ear1421

I've never trusted the arrogant Robert Malone, arriving just a tad late on the "Vaccine Perils" scene

despite being a so-called inventor of the murderous stuff, knowing of its dangers and keeping all of

that to himself for a very long time. The Joe Rogan interview, a painful 3 hours long, clinched it for me.

I also don't set much store by Desmet's Mass Psychosis theory, doesn't ring true, and takes all blame

away from the pharmaceutical, etc. perpetrators and places it squarely on us.

In fact, no one forced us to do anything. We made up our minds based on the pervasive Nood of

propaganda AND the actual truth, but we weren't forced unless we were children or the incapacitated.

For me it was a call to arms, to attempt to understand what I felt to be the wrongness of such an

invasive and untested treatment about which I knew nothing. I soon knew I would never put that stuff

in my body and why, and I have never stopped looking past the "truths" handed to us about life in an

effort to discover Truth, regardless of what we're fed.

This journey will never end and I'm waking up at the age of (now) 76. We're not taught to pay attention

to our intuitive inner promptings though we should be, yet we can Ggure that out on our own if we want

to. Hence Robert Malone...lots of important people hold him in high regard as a scientist and a friend,

but his arrogance, his quick but very late rise to the top of the health freedom movement (what took

him so long, when he could have prevented millions of deaths???) always gave me a creepy feeling

about him from the start.

So I read much from and about him, watched interviews, and it never changed. We are weak in our

unwillingness to relentlessly seek the truth of a matter, especially this one which has wreaked such

immense havoc and destruction on humanity, and then conclude that we "had no choice" when we had

only choice, which so many of us refused to exercise. No clear-thinking person would allow that poison

in their bodies.
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Heart_jewel

I agree with EAR's comment on every point.  Our situation is overwhelming, yet we continue

learning, integrating and being intuitive. My focus is on detoxing, based on information from Dr.

Ana Mihalcea.

Posted On 04/12/2023

 

Dordee

Re reading latest issue of Imprimis from Hillsdale College, article by John Abramson regarding

Covid and Big Pharma' creation of the present condition of America's broken health care. He says

Pharma is doing it's job very enciently, to create dividends for stockholders, not a healthy

population. Healthy people do not beneGt their proGt , sick people do. We the people need to stop

this, government will not because government is owned by them!

Posted On 04/12/2023

 

yon3943

I agree 100% regarding Malone. Since Grst encountering him in the well-know "Darkhorse" podcast

(or whatever/Bret wot's-his-face) appearance with Steve Kirsch I have felt him to be suspect. All

my digging has only added to that distrust. If looking for a resource to learn more about Malone I

suggest Mark Kulacz (Housatonic.Live) and George Webb. They both continue to dig into Malone's

decades of deep involvement in the ugly and evil "vaccine-virus game" (as Webb aptly terms it)

right down to the present day and sleuthing where he is heading in his strategic and deceiving

maneuvering.
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